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 On October 6, 2006, the Postal Service filed its initial brief in this 

proceeding, pursuant to Presiding Officer's Ruling No. C2004-2/7 (August 18, 

2006).  Also on that date, in addition to that of the Postal Service, initial briefs 

were filed by the complainant, DigiStamp, and by the OCA.  Pursuant to the 

revised schedule set by Presiding Officer’s Ruling No. C2004-2/11 (October 12, 

2006), the United States Postal Service hereby submits its reply brief.  As shown 

below, nothing presented in the initial briefs of DigiStamp or the OCA would alter 

the only appropriate conclusion which can be reached in this proceeding:  the 

complainant has not carried its burden to show the complaint to be justified. 

 

1. The Commission Lacks Authority under Section 3662 to Classify 
Services as Postal or Nonpostal 

 

 In its Initial Brief at pages 4-9, the Postal Service explained why section 

3662 complaint cases cannot provide an appropriate vehicle to empower the 

Commission to address and resolve questions of whether the Postal Service has 

acted unlawfully by providing what postal management has determined to be a 

nonpostal service, without seeking a recommended decision from the 

Commission on the matter.  In its Initial Brief, DigiStamp makes clear that such is 

exactly the allegation which it wishes the Commission to address in this 

complaint, asserting (page 1) that the Postal Service “introduced the EPM in 

violation of statutory requirements that any new postal service be approved by 

the Commission.”  From this, DigiStamp moves to a request that the Postal 

Service be ordered to “desist offering the EPM” and that the Commission “forbid 
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any further development or marketing of any similar service that encroaches on 

the established products, processes, and markets of private business in this 

area.”  DigiStamp Brief at 1.  The relief sought by DigiStamp highlights the 

fundamental incongruence between the round hole that constitutes what section 

3662 is intended to encompass, and the square peg that results when rate 

complaints are instead used to intrude into management functions.1 

 In its initial brief, the OCA tries to avoid falling into the same trap, but to no 

avail.  The OCA claims that this case is intended to address whether the Postal 

Service is charging rates which do not conform to the policies of title 39.  OCA 

Brief at 4.  Were that so, it would fit into the round hole defined by section 3662.  

Unfortunately for the OCA, however, the issue which the Commission has 

chosen to address is not about the rates being charged for USPS EPM, but is 

instead focused exclusively on the nature of EPM, and whether EPM is a postal 

service which the Postal Service was required to bring to the Commission prior to 

initiation.  Such an issue does not fall within the scope of the plain language of 

section 3662.  

 

 
                                                      
1   DigiStamp appears to be oblivious to the inherent contradiction between its 
insistence that USPS EPM constitutes a postal service, and its even more 
vehement insistence that the Postal Service be forbidden any involvement in this 
field whatsoever.  The view that EPM is a postal service logically should compel 
the conclusion that the Postal Service properly can be involved, regardless of the 
presence of private sector competition.  Parcel delivery is but one obvious 
example of a longstanding postal service offered by the Postal Service in 
competition with alternate service providers in the private sector.  DigiStamp 
clearly views a determination that USPS EPM is a postal service merely as a 
means to its ultimate ends, and these circumstances undercut the credibility of its 
skewed analysis of the facts. 
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2. The Commission Cannot Rely on the Definition of Postal Service 
Upon Which the OCA Urges It to Rely 

 
 With regard to another threshold matter, the OCA is also off base to 

suggest on page 5 (in a section heading) that the Postal Service has “failed to 

establish” that EPM falls outside the Commission’s definition of a postal service.  

There are two problems with this assertion.  First, it implies that the Postal 

Service has the burden of proof in this proceeding.  That is not the case; the 

complainant has the burden of proof.  Second, as explained in the Postal 

Service’s initial brief at pages 18-21, the principle of retroactivity precludes the 

Commission’s reliance on a new rule which was not in effect prior to the 

establishment of the service under review, or prior to the filing of the complaint.  

Yet the OCA’s brief makes very clear (at pages 4 and 8) that the OCA is urging 

the Commission to rely directly on its new (January 2006) definition of a “postal 

service.”  Such reliance would not be permissible.  

 
3. DigiStamp Misstates the Record Regarding the Fundamental Nature 

of USPS EPM 
 
 As summarized in the Postal Service’s Initial Brief at 23-24, the essence of 

the USPS EPM service is well-established.  The service protects the integrity of 

electronic data through the use of auditable time stamps, digital signatures, and 

hash codes.  Tr. 1/75.  As witness Foti demonstrated, electronic data to which a 

USPS EPM has been applied may subsequently be transmitted between parties, 

but, in the vast majority of instances, such data are not.  Tr. 1/56-57.  DigiStamp, 

therefore, is merely blowing smoke when it proclaims that USPS EPM “has no 

purpose other than certifying transmitted documents.”  DigiStamp Brief at 3.  
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Apparently unable even to swallow that one itself, Digistamp later amends its 

position slightly: 

While some tiny minority of users may attach EPMs to records that 
are not sent to someone else—physicians certifying their notes, 
researchers certifying lab journals, or artists certifying their works 
as their own—in every case, the point of attaching the EPM is to 
certify the contents for anyone to whom the document may in the 
future be communicated.  The fact that the time and person to 
whom the document may be communicated remains undetermined 
does not invalidate, but instead supports, the proposition that an 
EPM has no point except as an integrated element of 
communication. One simply does not certify purely private 
documents, documents one has no intention, obligation, or interest 
to ever share. 
 

DigiStamp Brief at 4-5. 

 DigiStamp’s argument is mere wishful thinking.  That “the document may 

in the future be communicated” cannot be equated with a conclusion that a 

communication service has been provided.  Under DigiStamp’s fallacious 

reasoning, a Notary Public putting a seal on a will has engaged in an act of 

communication, because the intent of the testator must be to share the will with 

others at some future point.  The mere facts that the will may be stored away, 

may never shown to anyone, and may be superceded by later wills, would not 

alter DigiStamp’s nonsensical conclusion that the notary has provided a 

communication service.  This is hollow bluster.  Applying a notarial seal is one 

function, potential subsequent transmission of the material (document or data 

file) to which the seal has been applied is an entirely separate function.  If they 

were the same function, it would be impossible to perform one without the other, 
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and that plainly is not the case.2  Moreover, even if there were to be a 

subsequent transmission in some instances, the “communication” service 

provider is not the notary, but rather is whatever entity transmits the notarized 

material from the sender to a recipient.  DigiStamp’s claim, that applying the 

notarial seal is tantamount to providing a communication service, simply does not 

hold water.   

 DigiStamp’s allegation (as quoted above) that “EPM has no point except 

as an integrated element of communication” is a clear distortion of the record.  As 

witness Foti testified, the “point” of the USPS EPM is twofold.  Tr. 1/57.  It 

provides a customer with the ability to establish that a certain electronic file 

existed at a certain date and time, and the ability to show that its contents have 

not been altered since that time.  Whether or not the customer ever sends that 

electronic file to someone else, or even whether or not the customer ever actually 

needs to prove to someone else the file’s existence or content at a particular date 

and time, are all beside the “point” of EPM.  Customers purchase the USPS EPM 

to protect themselves against the contingency that, at some time in the future, a 

challenge may arise to the integrity of their electronic file.  Purchase of this core 

service is logically unrelated to what happens to the file after the EPM is applied, 

just as providing a family with health insurance is quite distinct from the 

subsequent provision to them of actual health services (which may or may not 
                                                      
2   The approach advocated by DigiStamp would appear to equate 
correspondence with every human endeavor in which something is reduced to 
writing that may later be “shared.”  A marriage license may be shared with the tax 
authorities, a driver’s license is shared with numerous people in the course of 
everyday life, private diaries may become the basis for published books or 
memoirs.  Every written record of transactions between people could therefore 
potentially be deemed correspondence under this approach.   
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ever actually be required).  DigiStamp’s repeated attempts to identify USPS EPM 

as a service with no purpose independent of transmitting documents from one 

party to another are at odds with the evidence of record in this proceeding.  

 
4. The OCA Confuses the Record With Respect to the Largest USPS 

EPM Customer 
 

 On pages 5-6 of its brief, and later on page 7, the OCA discusses the 

largest USPS EPM customer (described by witness Foti at Tr 1/56), a medical 

supply company that uses the USPS EPM to verify the content of faxes received.  

In its brief, the OCA seems to attach substantial significance to Mr. Foti’s 

acknowledgement that the transmission of the fax from the sender to the firm 

which is the EPM customer is an “example of a communication being sent” to the 

customer.  OCA Brief at 6.  What the OCA fails to appreciate, however, is that 

this example of “communication” occurs prior to, and is functionally independent 

of, the USPS EPM service.  Fax technology transmits the file from the sender to 

the recipient.  Only after the file has been received is the EPM applied to the file.  

Tr. 1/69-70.  The exact same communication – transmission of a fax from a 

doctor to the medical supply company – could be accomplished without any 

utilization of USPS EPM by the recipient, and, indeed, was handled that way in 

the past.  Tr. 1/167.  Therefore, while there has been a communication (which, 

puzzlingly, is what the OCA chooses to highlight), the EPM is not part of the 

communication process.  Id.  Rather, as witness Foti makes clear, the USPS 

EPM is simply used by this customer as part of an audit compliance process to 

meet governmental audit requirements.  Tr. 1/268. 
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 Later in its brief, the OCA manages to completely mangle the record with 

respect to this same USPS EPM customer.  The OCA states: 

The Postal Service’s largest customer, whose business comprises 
85% of EPM volume, uses the Postal Service as a carrier of 
doctors’ orders/prescriptions to a durable medical equipment 
company.  In addition to the transmission of information, the Postal 
Service “adds value” by providing a postmark (time and date 
stamp) and security for the information. 
 

OCA Brief at 7.  First, the EPM customer is the recipient of the material in 

question, not the sender.  That customer does not use the Postal Service 

to carry content, the senders are the ones who use their own telephone 

service providers to carry the fax messages.  Second, the Postal Service 

has no involvement in the transmission of the fax.  Its only involvement 

occurs after the electronic fax file has been received.  As Mr. Foti 

suggested, what the USPS EPM process does to the fax file (creating a 

hash of the file and applying a time and date stamp) is functionally the 

same as what it would do to an electronic file originating within the 

customer’s internal operations, because the USPS EPM server is 

indifferent as to how material got there or where it came from.  Tr. 1/69.  

With respect to this customer, the OCA’s Brief grossly distorts the service 

provided by USPS EPM, erroneously seeking to characterize it as a 

document transmission service.  
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5. Use In Conjunction with the Microsoft Office Extension Does 
Not Provide a Relevant Basis to Evaluate the Basic Nature of 
USPS EPM Service 

 
 It is necessary to exercise great caution in reviewing the initial briefs of 

both DigiStamp and the OCA, in order not to get confused regarding the core 

elements of USPS EPM.  For example, the transmission of an encrypted 

“fingerprint” of a document, which can not be used to recreate that document, is 

hardly the same as the transmission of a document (see, e.g., OCA Brief at 7) by 

Internet Service Providers, who are not associated with the Postal Service.  

Postal Service Initial Brief at 24.  The USPS EPM is a time-stamping function 

whereby a trusted third party (the Postal Service) signs a hash code certifying, by 

the USPS EPM digital signature, the time the file is hashed (or, in other words, a 

“fingerprint” is created of the file).  Tr. 1/75.  Any electronic service can then 

forward the digital file.  Tr. 1/84, 210.  The USPS EPM is useless for 

communication of email without a non-Postal Service provider.  Tr. 1/191, 193.  

The OCA ignores the fact that witness Borges focuses solely on a very 

insignificant application of the USPS EPM in conjunction with Microsoft Office.  

Such usage constitutes less than one half of one percent of all USPS EPM 

usage.  Tr.1/267, 270.  Non-messaging applications have exceeded 99 percent 

of usage.  Tr. 1/166.  The USPS EPM can be used in many applications, 

including server applications.  Tr. 1/267.  Non-web-based applications were 

utilized before, and after, the Microsoft Extension.  Id.  The USPS EPM extension 

is an “extra feature” added to the standard Microsoft Word Application.  Tr. 1/83.  

The OCA also ignores the fact that the address line of the Microsoft Outlook 
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return receipt request sent to the message recipient clearly shows who was the 

sender through their ISP.  Tr. 1/262B, 267.  The address line of 

unitedstatespostalservice@uspsepm.com merely shows that the Postal Service 

applied the USPS EPM.  Tr. 1/183. 

Much of DigiStamp’s complaint and testimony, heavily relied upon by the 

OCA, is focused on the messaging protocol used by Microsoft applications, 

rather than the USPS EPM.  The description of the USPS EPM Extension for 

Microsoft Office describes the value-added nature of the USPS EPM offerings.   

The USPS EPM Extension for Microsoft Office, an extra feature 
added to the standard Microsoft Word application, consists of an 
integrated set of capabilities, including: 1) digital signing of a Word 
document using digital certificates, 2) electronic content sealing and 
time/date stamping with the USPS EPM, and 3) the ability to 
subsequently verify the Word document’s validity, authenticity, and 
integrity. 

 

Tr. 1/83, 82.  These functions (i.e., those specifically provided by USPS EPM, as 

opposed to other Microsoft Office applications) do not include any 

correspondence features.  The USPS EPM is available to providers of any 

communications services which incorporate the USPS EPM Software 

Development Kit (SDK) in their services.  Tr. 1/85, 269.  Finally, the screen shots 

used by witness Borges are over a year old, and witness Foti testified that there 

have been changes to the protocols since that time.  Tr. 1/179. 

 Therefore, the OCA is simply in error to claim that “[a] brief summary of 

evidence wrested from witness Foti is that EPM frequently involves the electronic 

carriage of an encrypted document from a sender to a recipient by means of 

postal service computers.”  OCA Brief at 7.  The only EPM usage remotely 
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approaching that description (use of the Return Receipt option within the 

Microsoft Office Extension) occurs less than one half of one percent of the time.  

Not only is it inappropriate to label that usage as “frequent,” but, more 

importantly, it is inappropriate to use such rare instances as a basis to evaluate 

the fundamental nature of the USPS EPM service.  While the historical 

development of the USPS EPM product has been through many twists and turns, 

and the service has been interspersed within other related service offerings over 

the years, at its core, the nature of the USPS EPM product is the application of a 

time and date stamp, and generation of a hash, to protect content integrity.  That 

functionality, which is the only relevant one for over 99 percent of application of 

USPS EPMs, is distinct from the functionality of a messaging service. 

Conclusion 

 For all of the reasons stated in this brief and the Postal Service’s 

initial brief, the Commission should terminate this proceeding on the grounds that 

the complainant is not entitled to the relief sought, and the complaint is not 

justified. 

The Postal Service also wishes to reiterate its desire for an expeditious 

resolution of this matter because of the need to make some important business 

decisions about the USPS EPM program in the near future.  To that end, today 

the Postal Service issued a Request for Information to the public concerning 

future configuration of the USPS EPM, which has been (or will shortly be) posted  
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at  www.fedbizopps.gov (agency:  United States Postal Service or USPS).     
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